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Abstract
Among the elements that complement the buildings also include those made of wrought iron
that are carrying out different functions: delete, beak, bells, lanterns, etc. .
The communication anticipate some results of a study addressed to the documentation of the
works in wrought iron to complement the architecture. Considering the evolution of the
process over time, based on archival records and the importance of the works themselves, it
is possible to produce the corresponding computer models that are useful to document the
construction aspects as well as those of perception.
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1 Introduction
This paper presents an extract of the results of a
university study entitled “The design of wrought iron in
architecture: problems of analysis, appreciation and
representation”.
The study is part of the more general issue of
appreciating architecture, its component elements and
unique building details. Today we all realise that
appreciating and documenting architectural heritage
should be considered a first important step towards its
safeguard and protection. Justification for the study topic
lies in the importance that wrought iron elements have
played in structural, functional and ornamental aspects of
architecture. Using historical or archival sources to
understand, interpret and analyse wrought iron designs
undoubtedly contributes to their safeguard to a greater
extent than in the past when, for a variety of reasons, it
was removed and replaced with new iron.
The study was in two parts:
the first focused on collecting the material needed to
document the existence of preparatory drawings of
the different elements (a sketch by the smithy or a
proper design drawing) - sometimes by the smithy
tasked with making them – as well as documentation
of existing works in Rome (drawings and images).
the second involved surveying several important
elements in order to understand how the design
evolved and how each element was made and
assembled also as regards the period in which it was
produced.

2 Historical framework; problems of
appreciation and documentation
Working with iron is an ancient art. It was first used
only to produce tools or weapons. When wrought iron
began to appear on openings in walls to make buildings
impregnable – becoming an element either of protection
or lighting, etc. – this was a turning point in the evolution
of civilisation. During the barbarian invasions which
effectively put an end to the Roman empire, iron elements
were used in architecture mainly as a defensive
mechanism, but they quickly began to play a new role as
a beautiful and pleasing visual element.

Fig. 1 Rome. Photograph of the railings between the arches
of the portico of St. Peter’s in Chains.

The Roman and Greek word for a smithy was homo
faber; he was a craftsman who wrought iron to make
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weapons, household utensils and agricultural tools. In the
Middle Ages, monks and nuns began to set up forges or
furnaces in their monasteries and convents. At that time a
homo faber was a monk or travelling smithy who enjoyed
numerous privileges. In addition, the specialist skills of the
homo faber were executed by two different kinds of
smithies: Faber Ferrarius (architectural structures) and
Magister Clavarius (keys, locks, gates and protective
grilles or grates). Only after the 11th century did wrought
iron production –including bent, hammered and cut iron –
became a decorative element first in France, then
Germany, Spain and later in Italy leading to
improvements in technique and artistry. As new
procedures and techniques began to be invented and
refined, the smithies started to make new shapes based
on drawings provided by their clients. Unfortunately these
ancient drawings are very difficult to find either in archives
or other institutions.
The Middle Ages can be credited with the successful
use of iron art as a complement to architecture, a success
further enhanced during the Gothic period starting in the
city of Siena where even the doors of humble houses
were reinforced and embellished with hinges and locks.
The splendid railings around the Scaliger Tombs in
Verona were made during this period (1380).
During the Renaissance the production of wrought iron
in Italy reached new heights. Many different types and
kinds of elements testify to this excellence by master
smithies who delicately yet expertly knew how to forge
iron into exquisitely fashioned and finely detailed railings,
rostra, bells, lanterns, etc. The wrought iron elements
made by Niccolò Grasso for Palazzo Strozzi in Florence
are exceptional in quality and artistry and were described
by Giorgio Vasari in his book, Lives of the most excellent
painters, architects and sculptors, from Cimabue to the
present day. With the advent of the Baroque and Rococo
churches began to be decorated with wrought iron railings
or partition screens embellished with curvilinear designs –
another way to further exploit the qualities of iron.
Instead imagination was given less of a free reign
during the neoclassical age and the design of structures
and ornaments changed radically becoming, vice versa,
strictly geometric. When the Art Nouveau movement
appeared in the late 19th century and early 20th century
iron was used to create complex yet airy floral patterns.
Its main characteristics included asymmetry, linearism,
the use of polychrome materials and naturalism inspired
chiefly by shapes from the vegetal world.
This brief excursus illustrates how over the years the
use of iron evolved spontaneously; it proves that the
design of iron elements was indeed dictated by fashion
and taste, but also and above all by improvements and
progress in work methods which made it possible for
smithies to expertly and creatively fashion exquisite
finishings and minute details. To truly understand wrought
iron works we need to consider the entire production
process, the detailed finishings and assembly and, not
least, we need to recognise the designs and shapes of
the recurrent elements representative of the style or
cultural movement of the particular period in history when
these iron works were made. [1] [2]
In-depth knowledge and appreciation of these works is
based primarily on:
1) the study and support of iconographic sources;
2) identification of archival documents (preparatory
sketches, design drawings, etc.);
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3)

survey information and documentation provided, i.e.,
as a way to fully understand all aspects and elements
of the object;
4) creation of new forms of representation and
communication to enhance awareness and hopefully
progress heritage safeguard and protection.
It is important to emphasise that the very nature of this
heritage makes it extremely vulnerable to different forms
of deterioration and degradation: various factors
contribute enormously to their gradual yet inexorable loss
and ruin (little or no maintenance, atmospheric pollution,
forced removal during restructuring, loss due to wars or
earthquakes or similar telluric movements).

Fig. 2 Graphic restitution of one of the lateral railings of the
portico of St. Peter’s in Chains.

Fig. 3 Graphic restitution of the central railings of the portico
of St. Peter’s in Chains.

To understand these architectural elements it is very
important to review iconographic sources; interpretation,
analysis and comparison of these elements can help us
record similarities, differences, progress, etc.
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The problems regarding the survey of wrought iron
works are outlined below and an example is provided specifically the railings between the arches of the portico
of the church of St. Peters in Chains in Rome. These
problems include:
- documenting all mobile and immobile elements of
the railings;
- documenting the metric, geometric and decorative
aspects and assembly of the parts.

The digital model in the documentation of architectural elements

railings were graphically elaborated separately and then
assembled based on the rational construction criteria of
the railings. We first identified the shape, size and
“material” consistency of the structural elements (vertical
and horizontal irons), then the decorative elements and
finally how they were assembled. We then developed an
axonometric projection separating the overall image into
its basic elements;

Fig. 4 Archival drawing. Gino Coppedè, Design of the
entrance to Villa Odero, black pencil on thick creamcoloured paper. Size: 313 x 336 mm. Scale 1:50

To achieve the above we chose an appropriate scale
of representation and proceeded to produce the
documentation required to correctly portray the railings
(preparatory sketches and restitution of the plan and
elevation as well as 3D restitutions) (figs 1, 2 & 3).
Finally, mention should be made of the archival
research which turned up numerous design drawings of
wrought iron works (some unpublished) by artists and
architects above all in recent centuries. These documents
deserve to be studied carefully as well as properly
represented in order to fully comprehend their component
elements (figs. 4, 5 & 6).

Fig. 5 Archival drawing. Gino Coppedè, Railings in Villa
Odero, black and red pencil on paper sheets.

3 The 3D model to facilitate
comprehension and communication
Survey and archival documents need further in-depth
study to illustrate and communicate - in the best possible
way - how the different component elements were
manufactured, fixed and assembled, etc.
To achieve these goals we developed matching
computer models we used to document constructive and
perceptive aspects.
To create the model for the example illustrated in this
paper we used several popular modelling software
programmes1 which allowed us to quickly develop basic
2D shapes. We decided not to use a direct approach to
3D – if necessary using electronic scansion – insofar as
the result would not have been based on a direct survey
but on an in-depth analysis and study of the design
drawings. This interpretation required primary restitution
of shapes in a 2D environment. The iron elements of the
1

Fig. 6 Archival drawing. Gino Coppedè. Gate and railings.
Elevation, black pencil on paper sheets. Size: 480 x 560 mm.

this was particularly helpful to understand and illustrate
the work. Some elements, for example the nails, required
a more detailed finishing to make them look more realistic;

Autocad and 3D Studio Max.
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this was achieved by creating a mesh of their volumetric
shapes2.
The renderings were used to visualise geometric and
decorative forms by virtualising a source of light that
projects its shadow on the ground. The application of the
materials provided a more authentic image reflecting the
material consistency of the railings and made them easier
to illustrate (figs. 6, 7, 8 & 9).

Fig. 7 Restitution from a digital model.

The virtual 3D model (elaborated using solid modelling)
allowed us to convey and illustrate the cognitive analysis
of a phenomenon that appears deceptively simple but is in
fact complex - as is often the case; using this concise
information we were able to identify the problems by
carrying out a partial analysis of the representation modes
that simulate the decomposition of the phenomenon and
simultaneous reaggregation. [3] [4]

2

The three-dimensional model is by architect Mariella La Mantia,
DPhil in Design and Survey of Building Heritage, formerly
External faculty member of Architectural Design at the Faculty of
Engineering of Rome “Sapienza” University.
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Fig. 8 Restitution from a digital model.

Fig. 9 Restitution from a digital model.
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